Apptricity Corporation is a leading global provider of Internet of Things (IoT), M2M, mobile and web solutions for Supply Chain and Spend management. Our solutions are deployed by companies and government organizations worldwide to reduce costs and increase enterprise visibility.

Platform Agnostic friendly, Apptricity solutions increase and extend the value of information technology investments for business, government and the military by accelerating business processes and improving enterprise visibility. Through real-time information and business intelligence, we give your management team visibility into every action and transaction within your organization, across partners, customers and suppliers.

Why Choose Apptricity for Supply Chain Management and Spend Management Solutions

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION

Apptricity applications are platform agnostic and highly adaptable. They run on any standard operating system, Relational Database Management System (RDBMS), Web server, application server or mobile technology platform. Apptricity supports an N-tier configuration.

FLEXIBLE AND EASY CONFIGURATION

Our business rules engine, workflow and integrated administration tools enable your administrators to dynamically configure Apptricity solutions without information technology (IT) team assistance. Our applications readily adapt to your organization's business logic, rules, best practices and compliance requirements.

LONG-TERM ADVANTAGES

As your business grows and changes, Apptricity mobile and web solutions can be delivered at unprecedented speeds, readily migrating when needed and adapting easily to new business requirements — all at a low cost.

CONVENIENT ACCESS

Our applications use thin client architecture, giving users seamless access to our solutions from anywhere in the world with just a standard Web browser. Our expertly designed mobile applications support iOS®, Android® and Microsoft® Mobile tablets or other devices.

SECURE AND SCALABLE SYSTEMS

Our solutions deliver the same advantages regardless of your organization's size growth trajectory. Our software meets the highest security standards, and we extend the same security we offer our government clients to our commercial clients: no possibility of a data breach or comingled data.

RAPID UPGRADES

Apptricity implements new features quickly. Migrating to a new version can occur in as little as one month. We respond rapidly to changing business requirements and technologies without the risk of incompatibility.

SUPERIOR SUPPORT BEFORE AND AFTER IMPLEMENTATION

Apptricity provides superior project management and customization support to every customer. While most implementations require only rules and settings, we're always ready to support your custom requirements — quickly and completely.

Every Apptricity client is transitioned to a specific Customer Service person for any needs and questions after implementation, someone who knows you and your specific needs. Let us show you what personal service really means.

+ State-of-the-art mobile and web interfaces that simplify multiple applications to boost employee productivity and satisfaction
+ Apptricity processes millions of transactions and reports per year
+ Apptricity has developed Enterprise and Government Spend and Supply Chain Management software solutions since 1999

TOTAL INTEGRATION WITH YOUR SYSTEMS

Our software integrates with any Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, including Oracle, SAP, Microsoft, Banner, PeopleSoft, Lawson, Epicor, Sage and QuickBooks. We also will quickly develop custom interfaces for your other systems, including AP. Our Agile implementation lets us stand-up your system on-site or via SaaS — incredibly rapidly.

Take a closer look at how organizations like yours are leveraging automated Supply Chain Management to get ahead of their competitors, make more informed decisions and improve their ROI. Schedule a demo today by calling (800) 693-2193.

www.apptricity.com
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